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Abstract (en)
For each category of vehicle to be reproduced (for example for vehicles in sections A-B, C-D, D-E) one or more semifinished products (3a, 3b) are
produced, each comprising a block (4) which is substantially parallelepiped and consists of a material which can easily be machined by milling,
for example which is made of plastics, with dimensions, to scale and without requiring a predetermined size allowance, which correspond to the
standard dimensions for the category of vehicle to be reproduced; the block is divided transversely in half into two half-blocks (4a, 4b), which are
juxtaposed and attached to a milling surface and milled on a first face (10), in order to cut from inside the block (4) one or more cavities (7, 8) and
at least one stop surface (11; 13); the two half-blocks are then connected to one another by means of a self-locking coupling, for example of the
dovetail type (5), and two inner lateral plates (14), then are turned by 180 DEG and milled on the outer surfaces in order to cut out a style profile
(P) which reproduces the required bodywork shape, including the wheel openings (19); at this point, in the case of models which are designed for
technical tests, recesses (16, 32, 40) are cut out for the instrumentation, the axles and the air intakes, the plates (14) are removed, and a support
plate (20) which is provided with the axles and wheels is inserted against the stop surface (11), whereas models which are designed for display are
provided with fixed wheels and a flat base which is fitted against the stop surface (13). <IMAGE>
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